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For the Land that Laments, 2022

oil on canvas

77h x 143w in • 195.58h x 363.22w cm
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For the Land that Laments, 2022

photograph

24h x 18w in • 60.96h x 45.72w cm
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For the Land that Laments, 2022

peeled off paints on a tree trunk, wooden box

Tree: 108h x 8 (dia) in • 274.32h x 20.32 (dia) cm

Box: 17h x 123w x 36d in • 43.18h x 312.42w x 91.44d cm
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BY GARY-ROSS PASTRANA

A CONVERSATION WITH LOU LIMA CONVERSATION WITH LOU LIM



Gary-Ross Pastrana: So Lou, Hello and congratulations on 
your new show.

Lou Lim: Thanks, Gary! Thanks for agreeing (again) to work 
with me on this show.

GRP: Maybe we can start our conversation talking a little bit 
about what you’ve been up to, since your last show, Horizon, 
at the gallery.

LL: That was in 2017! Can’t believe that was 4 years ago 
already. 

GRP: Yes, but I guess the last two years were mostly 
overshadowed by the pandemic... 

LL: The year after Horizon, I became quite busy. Aside from 
ZRUNLQJ�IXOO�WLPH��LW�ZDV�DOVR�WKH�ÀUVW�\HDU�,�KHDGHG�D�PLQLVWU\�
or a group in our church. So many other things happened, I 
even got sick and had to stay in the hospital for a while. But 
in terms of work, I continued with themes of the body being 
both corporeal and spiritual. I had solo exhibitions at West 
and Underground, and some group shows that we worked on 
together.  

GRP: how did you cope with the pandemic and the prolonged 
lockdowns?

LL: I mostly stayed at home. I was worried about my parents, 
who are seniors and more vulnerable. Honestly, while I found 
LW�YHU\�GLIÀFXOW�WR�ZRUN��,�KDG�QR�LVVXHV�ZLWK�LVRODWLRQ��,�GLGQ·W�

mind not being able to go out. The only problem is that, 
usually, my work starts with ‘looking’, and there’s really not 
much to see when you are just stuck at home.

GRP: Good thing that the mountain was right behind your 
house then!

LL: Yes! I just need to step out the door or climb up on the 
roof, and it’s there. 

GRP: Can you talk a little bit more about this mountain? 
What’s your relationship with it and have you always 
considered using it for your work?

LL: Speaking about the pandemic, I’d say that I only really 
began to really notice the mountain during the lockdown, 
how it changes its color, from ochre yellow and browns in the 
summer to viridian green during the rainy season. But even 
before that somehow I knew that one day I’ll paint it, I was 
just waiting for the right motivation to do so. I think a lesson 
from a theology class about the strong association of men and 
trees made me decide to push through.  

GRP: What’s the mountain called? And were you just looking 
for an image of a mountain that you can paint or was painting 
WKLV�SDUWLFXODU�PRXQWDLQ�VLJQLÀFDQW"

LL: It’s called Marian Hill and yes it’s important because of 
my familiarity and proximity with it and to what I consider to 
be my safe space. 



GRP: Do you consider this show a continuation of Horizon? 
For people familiar with your work, the parallels will be 
quite evident in terms of subject matter and scale of the 
painting, the act of peeling, even the number of works...

LL: Yes, with also three works in the space. I think I said 
this in our last conversation, that I don’t usually plan what 
will come next. I also don’t like the pressure to connect or 
ÀQG�D�FRPPRQ�WKUHDG�LQ�P\�ZRUNV��%XW�,�JXHVV�JRLQJ�EDFN�WR�
the same process is like repeating words from language so I 
can understand it more? What I’m really investigating here 
LV�WKH�UHODWLRQVKLS�RI�SDLQWLQJ�DQG�VFXOSWXUH��DQG�ÁXLGLW\�RI�
materials usually associated with them. I also like the space 
that the painting offers, that idea of the ‘out there’. The 
sculpture, on the other hand, is ‘right here’, something near 
and present, you can even walk around it. This tension allows 
me to further embrace their relationship.  

GRP: What would you say to anyone who might be confused as 
to why anyone would ‘destroy’ an already perfectly executed 
painting by further subtracting elements from it?  
  
LL: I don’t think anyone will, haha. But in any case, I think 
it’s just part of the democracy of looking at art. I never really 
thought that I’m destroying the painting by removing the 
‘peels’, this for me actually completes it. But I get that there 
could be a certain discomfort in seeing a disrupted surface. 

GRP: Can you give an overview of your painting process?    

LL: I begin with an underpainting of red on the bare canvas, 
then I laid out a composition of the masking tape ‘peels’ on a 

separate, gridded transparent surface. When I’m happy with 
the composition, I then transfer the masking tape cutouts on 
the canvas before applying the primer. Only after will I start 
with the actual oil painting. 

GRP: I see. This reminds me of your earlier works with skin. 

LL: Yes, I made the peels in the same way I make the skin 
sculptures, by applying layers upon layers of industrial paints 
to make it thick enough to have “body”. 

GRP:�:KDW·V�WKH�VLJQLÀFDQFH�RI�WKH�UHG�XQGHUSDLQWLQJ"

LL: I chose it as I already knew by then that I will eventually 
use the peels to signify or resemble wounds, both on the 
mountain and the body.  

GRP: I wrote this short line about the wounds after our last 
WDON�DERXW�WKLV�SURMHFW��´:RXQGV�QRW�VR�PXFK�LQÁLFWHG�RQ�WKH�
surface like a gash but bursting from within, cracking open 
the skin as the body releases the pressure it can no longer 
contain.”

LL: Yes, that’s nice. I was struggling to describe this feeling of 
the land letting off steam. 

GRP: I also found some other notes that pertain to your idea 
of the land:

“For the artist, it is the land itself that is grieving, 



H[DVSHUDWHG� E\� WKH� VXIIHULQJ� WKDW� KXPDQ� EHLQJV� LQÁLFW�
on each other. (With the recent slew of killings, at times 
perpetrated by those who swore to protect.)” 

“…the now common practice of dumping bodies in shallow, 
hastily dug graves, in empty lots on the outskirts of the city.”
 
“…the image of mass graves, often discovered years after the 
fall of tyrannical regimes comes to mind. What the land is 
forced to swallow and keep, the darker secrets of each era.”

LL: It’s quite different, to be able to read it, thank you for 
putting this into words. This answers the “why” of the work, 
what I feel about our current situation. I was really getting 
depressed for a while, with all the news of EJK’s and other 
things happening under the guise of the drug war. I started to 
feel that our land is cursed, maybe from all the bloodshed. 
Perhaps, what we need is a kind of purging, but I didn’t know 
KRZ�WR�GR�WKDW��,�DFWXDOO\�IRXQG�LW�GLIÀFXOW�WR�EHJLQ�ZLWK�WKLV�
show, as I struggled with the feeling that whatever we do will 
EH�PLQXVFXOH�RU�LQVLJQLÀFDQW��FRPSDUHG�WR�WKH�SUREOHP��,�ZDV�
KRSLQJ�WR�ÀQG�D�ZD\�WR�¶H[RUFLVH·�GHPRQV�VR�WR�VSHDN��RU�DW�
least do something more relevant than being an artist during 
this time of crisis. 

GRP: I’m glad you were able to push through all the 
negativity. I’m also acutely aware of the pressure you were 
in during this whole process. Yet I felt a kind of contrast in 
terms of disposition, as to how you performed the act of 
peeling in the gallery. You were really calm and sort of right 
there, present in the moment. Can you share your thoughts 
or add anything to this?
 

LL: I anticipated that this will be somewhat meditative, but 
when I was actually doing it, how can I describe it, it felt 
closer to purging or cleansing, in relation to healing. The 
title of the whole show and all the works in it is directed to 
WKH�SUHSRVLWLRQ�´)RUµ��D�GHGLFDWLRQ�WR��,W·V�WKH�ÀUVW�ZRUG�LQ�
the title and something that was always in my mind while 
working. When I was peeling the painting, it was as if I was 
gathering what needs to be offered once I move to the human 
WUXQN��DQG�ÀQDOO\�WR�WKH�WUHH�

GRP: Maybe we can talk about the tree? How did you arrive 
at this particular one?

LL: Factoring the size and shape, I was looking for something 
that resembles the presence of a body, not too thin, 
something that curves a little with a smooth outer layer and 
has some weight, I also like that it’s a Fire Tree. It just all 
came together as my father and I have long been scouting the 
area for a possible tree trunk, then a few weeks before the 
show, we saw this particular on the side of the road. 

GRP: What’s the motivation for putting it in a box?

LL: For me, the value comes from how it relates to the 
passage “the stone has been rolled away”, referring to the 
resurrection.

GRP: Thanks Lou, congratulations again and good luck on the 
13 Artists show. Excited to see what you come up with next.  
____________
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Lou Lim (b. 1989) invests in the connection between the 
corporeal and the spiritual, between materiality and notions of 
permanence, between objects and visual imagery, and in what 
these relations articulate. Her works examine the processes and 
methods of di!erent art forms to further investigate sculpture, 
creating new contexts for the familiar by exploring ideas and 
potentialities of surface and touch. Part of her methodology 
involves appropriating the medium of painting in creating or 
extracting sculptural forms, and vice versa: simulations of skin, 
the embodiment of phenomena such as horizons.

Lim earned her BFA from the University of the Philippines 
College of Fine Arts and has been actively exhibiting work 
since 2011. She was resident at Palais de Tokyo in Paris and 
the SeMA Nanji Residency in South Korea under the Pavillon 
Neu"ize OBC 2015-2016 program. These participations resulted 
in a collaborative performance at the Opera de Paris and in 
group exhibitions at ICA Singapore and the Seoul Museum of 
Art in South Korea, as well as in a publication with INA [Institut 
National Audiovisuel].
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b.1989, Manila, PH
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#<3��=2G���(6@3/2��)<23@5@=C<2��/::3@G��!/9/B7��$67:7>>7<3A
A Tangible Translation, West Gallery, Quezon City�
Horizon, Silverlens, Makati, Philippines

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS
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�

2018 

2017  

2016  

2015 

2014  

2013  

2012  

2011  

&313<B�+=@9A���=:23<��/@5=��/::3@G��=<:7<3�3F6707B7=<�D7/��<AB/5@/;
�@B��/7@�$67:7>>7<3A��'7:D3@:3<A��!/9/B7��$67:7>>7<3A
-/DCH��/::3@G��!/9/B7��$67:7>>7<3A
� (��	���!/07<7��(/5C75��!3B@=�!/<7:/��$67:7>>7<3A
!#�'>/13��(/5C75��!3B@=�!/<7:/��$67:7>>7<3A
�@B��/7@�$67:7>>7<3A��'7:D3@:3<A��!/9/B7��$67:7>>7<3A
�=C0:3���=C0:3��!==@3�7<�(@=C0:3��(7<�/E��@B��/::3@G��!/9/B7��$67:7>>7<3A
Things We Make, Underground Gallery, Makati, Philippines

HUMAN TRACES, Espacio Manila, Alabang, Philippines

The New Now 3: Convergence, Gajah Gallery, Singapore

Primary Drives, Silverlens, Makati, Philippines

Art Fair Philippines, Silverlens and 1335 Mabini, Makati, Philippines

To eat is to survive to be hungry, 1335 Mabini, Manila, Philippines

�/@B6�6/A�E3B�2@3/;A���/:3@���C@=@/��$67:7>>7<3A
Art Fair Philippines, Silverlens, Makati, Philippines

Thing/Object/Stuff , Galerie Roberto, Alabang, Philippines

D, Vinyl on Vinyl, Makati, Philippines

Melted City 4, ISB Gallery, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, USA and Blanc 

Gallery, Katipunan Ave., Philippines
Art Fair Philippines, Silverlens, Makati, Philippines

Urban Legends, Seoul Museum of Art, South Korea, under Le Pavillon Neuflize OBC, 

Palais de Tokyo Residency Program and in co-production with SeMa Nanji Residency�
Sous la lune/Beneath the moon, ICA, LASALLE College of Arts Singapore, under Le 

Pavillon Neuflize OBC, Palais de Tokyo Residency Program
Nonfiction, Project 20, Quezon City, Philippines

Manufacturer’s Advice: Content May Vary, Art Fair Philippines, Tinaw, Makati, 

Philippines
I went to the forest to live deliberately, Art Informal, Mandaluyong, Philippines�
Hand Job, Galerie Anna, Megamall, Philippines

#Destroy3000YearsofCulture, Post Gallery, Cubao, Philippines

First Kamias Triennale, Kamias, Quezon City, Philippines

Fog, Art Informal, Mandaluyong, Philippines

Horse, Blanc Gallery, Katipunan Ave., Philippines

Dinner Party, Blanc Gallery

Fundaciòn Broke, Art Informal, Mandaluyong, Philippines

Open, Tam-awan Gallery, Baguio

Message Delay, Two Person Exhibition with Bea Alcala, Art Informal, Mandaluyong, 

Philippines
Xing E. Jacinto, Tinaw Gallery, Makati, Philippines

Petit Format, Cultural Center of the Philippines
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Underground Gallery, Makati, Philippines
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LOU LIM

PERFORMANCE
2016  �/AB�#44�� Opéra national de Paris , France

-in collaboration with choreographer Myriam Kamionka, as part of the event, La Rumeur�
des Naufrage, under Le Pavillon Neuflize OBC, Palais de Tokyo Residency Program

RESIDENCIES
2015-2016  Le Pavillon Neuflize OBC, Palais de Tokyo Residency, Paris, France

In co-production with, SeMa Nanji Residency, Seoul, South Korea

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS

�@B�$:CA�!/5/H7<3���AAC3���
Rogue, March - April, Volume 12 Issue 117�
�<AB7BCB�"/B7=</:��C27=D7AC3:��� 3�$/D7::=<�"3C4:7H3�#���
�	�
�	�
Preview Magazine, September Issue
Metro Society: Art and Culture Issue, Vol.8 No.7�
Contemporary Art Philippines, Issue No. 18

ARTIST TALKS
2017  Vocalizing the Visual, Silverlens, Makati, Philippines

2012  College of Fine Arts, University of the Philippines, Baguio

PROJECT
2015  Preview 20th Anniversary, Group Exhibition, Axon Hall, Green Sun Hotel, Philippines

Upon Leaving the Hollow, ESC Projects - one day exhibition, 98B, First United Building,  

Escolta, Manila, Philippines

EDUCATION
2011  BFA (Painting), Cum Laude, University of the Philippines, Diliman

Outstanding Thesis Award
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